Plant studies that have investigated the fitness consequences of growing with siblings have found conflicting evidence that can support different theoretical frameworks. Depending on whether siblings or strangers have higher fitness in competition, kin selection, niche partitioning and competitive ability have been invoked. Here, we bring together these processes in a conceptual synthesis and argue that they can be co-occurring. We propose that these processes can be reconciled and argue for a traitbased approach of measuring natural selection instead of the fitness-based approach to the study of sibling competition. This review will improve the understanding of how plants interact socially under competitive situations, and provide a framework for future studies.
INTRODUCTION
Most plants are closely surrounded by other plants [1] . Neighbouring plants interact intensely with each other by altering the local microclimate [2] , providing cues and signals that elicit phenotypic responses [3] , exuding chemicals into the soil [4] and reducing the availability of resources, particularly light, water and mineral nutrients [5] . Negative interactions between plants resulting from the depletion of resources constitute exploitation competition (hereafter, competition) [1] . In plants, the scale of competition is local, with the nearest neighbours dominating interactions [6] . Depending on dispersal mechanisms, germination timing, mechanisms of vegetative reproduction and chance, the nearest neighbours may be another species, strangers of the same species, relatives or clones [7] . Relatedness among neighbours of the same species is thought to affect competition by at least two processes: (i) kin selection theory predicts that relatives may cooperate with each other [8] and (ii) the elbow room hypothesis, or the niche partitioning hypothesis predicts that relatives overlap more in their niche use and compete more with each other compared with unrelated conspecifics [9] . Strikingly, these processes predict opposing outcomes for sibling competition. Kin cooperation predicts that groups of competing siblings will outperform groups of competing strangers, while niche partitioning predicts the opposite ( figure 1 ).
Several researchers have tested these predictions in plants, measuring traits associated with performance and fitness consequences. These empirical studies of fitness in plant sibling competition (hereafter called group studies) have yielded variable results (see electronic supplementary material, table S1): in nine group studies, siblings outperformed strangers [10 -16] , in 11 group studies strangers outperformed siblings [14,17 -25] and in 21 group studies there were no differences [10,17,20,22,26 -37] . Moreover, variation in the consequences of sibling competition was found among traits [11] , between environments [14] and among families [12, 23, 24] . Individually, the findings of group studies have been interpreted as an indirect demonstration of kin selection or niche partitioning in plants depending on the direction of the results. But as a whole, the results are equivocal.
A recent approach to plant kin cooperation measures plant responses to their relatives [38 -41] . Phenotypic plasticity in morphology and allocation traits to the neighbour identity [42] indicate that plants actively participate in social interactions by recognizing their neighbours. Responses to presence/absence, self/non-self, species and kin/stranger have been found. In these studies, only the identity of the neighbour or neighbouring root differs between treatments. Phenotypic plasticity to the identity of neighbours is then measured. Most identity studies have demonstrated root responses to other roots (reviewed in [41] ), although one study has demonstrated responses from an aboveground signal [13] . Aboveground [39] and reproductive traits [43] have also been shown to respond to the identity of neighbouring roots.
Kin recognition studies are extensions of the phenotypic plasticity approach. When plants are grown in high density with the same average soil volume per plant, competitive plasticity of root allocation is conditional on whether those neighbours are siblings or strangers of the same species [38 -40] . Plant exudates cue these responses [41, 44] . The response to kin versus stranger varies in ways that match the ecology of the species. For example, Cakile edentula grows on the dunes of sandy beaches where water and soil nutrients are limiting and light is abundant [45] . Thus, it is not surprising to find responses to relatedness of neighbours in belowground, competitive traits. When C. edentula is grown with strangers, plants increase fine root allocation compared to when they are grown with siblings [38] , probably in order to acquire the limiting resources of the environment, nutrients and water. In contrast, Impatiens pallida grows in the forest understory where light is limited. When grown with strangers, they decrease root allocation and increase allocation to leaves, allowing them to increase their light reception at the cost of belowground resource acquisition [39] .
The finding of plant kin recognition has renewed interest in the fitness consequences of sibling competition [24, 30, 37, 46] , including three new group studies [24, 30, 37] , discussion of whether group studies should accompany kin recognition studies [24, 46] and a critique of the group study methodology [30] . But rather than carrying out more group studies, we advocate that researchers must measure how the traits of individuals and their neighbours affect fitness.
Here, we review aspects of kin selection and niche partitioning theory relevant to plants of the same species growing together, with a narrow focus on why fitness could differ between kin and strangers. We discuss the disadvantages of the group study approach, including how other processes create fitness differences between kin and strangers. With kin selection and niche partitioning in the same theoretical framework, that of phenotypic selection analysis [47] , we can then compare and contrast how traits of individuals and their neighbours affect inclusive fitness [48] for these processes. We bring together the empirical evidence from phenotypic selection analysis for kin selection and niche partitioning. From this starting point, we discuss how phenotypic selection analysis could be implemented.
KIN SELECTION AND PLANTS
Social interactions among members of the same species can result in kin selection. Hamilton's rule provides a summation of kin selection that highlights its most Figure 1 . In this cartoon, two siblings or two strangers compete in a pot. These plants vary in two traits-root proliferation, a competitive behaviour, and rooting depth, a niche-use trait. Fitness is indicated by flower size. Pot 1 is a sibling treatment with two plants of genotype A, while pots 2-4 are stranger treatments with both genotypes A and B represented. Pots 2 -4 illustrate the different hypothesized scenarios involving strangers. The comparison between pots 1 and 2 reflects the kin selection and kin recognition hypothesis: strangers but not siblings increase root proliferation in response to competitors, and this costly competitive response reduces their fitness. The comparison between pots 1 and 3 reflects the niche partitioning hypothesis: strangers differ more in rooting depth and therefore compete less, performing better than siblings. The difference between pots 4 and 1 indicates the hypothesis of both processes occurring independently: strangers increase root proliferation but also differ in rooting depth, so the fitness outcome of competition depends on the relative impact of the two processes.
important result, an explanation of altruism towards relatives. Because genes are shared between close relatives, a trait or behaviour that does not directly increase the fitness of an individual may still spread if it sufficiently increases the fitness of a close relative [8] . Kin selection is most frequently expressed in Hamilton's rule: altruistic traits are favoured when
where C is the cost to the focal individual, B is the benefit to a relative and r is the relatedness between them [8] . Kin selection does not only apply to costly social behaviours that benefit relatives; it is evolution through natural selection for any trait of an individual that affects the fitness of that individual's relatives [49] . For relatives to affect each other's performance, individuals need to be close enough to interact. For plants, the proximity of relatives will depend on mechanisms of seed and pollen dispersal and vegetative reproduction [50] , the community of other species [51] and chance. Dispersal traits affect whether seedlings are likely to emerge near to relatives [50] . But because seed dispersal is stochastic, and conspecifics and interspecific competitors may be present, proximity to kin is not certain. Even for species that frequently grow in structured monospecific stands [52] with a high likelihood of kin interactions, some seeds will disperse into competition with strangers and other species.
For both plants and animals, proximity of relatives provides the opportunity for relatives to cooperate with each other, but also creates conditions where relatives compete for scarce resources. This kin competition is often argued to constrain the benefits of cooperation from kin selection [53] . If circumstances that increase association with kin, i.e. population viscosity, increase the overall level of competition that individuals experience, then kin competition is a constraint for the evolution of kin cooperation [54] . However, for plants, the absence of kin does not mean the absence of competition, because plants tend to grow closely associated with other plants. Consequently, for most plants, the population viscosity can increase the opportunities for competition with kin without changing the overall degree of competition that individuals experience [54] .
The ability to recognize relatives is not required for kin selection to occur. But the evolution of indiscriminate altruism is only likely when individuals predictably interact with relatives [8] . Since seed dispersal is stochastic, kin recognition is probably crucial for plants to evolve altruism towards relatives. In an environment where the relatedness of neighbours varies, kin recognition reduces the net cost of altruism, because altruistic behaviours can be preferentially directed at relatives [55] . While in the short term, population viscosity can create an environment where plants interact primarily with relatives, plant communities vary in composition and numbers over time. A criterion for stable coexistence within a community is the ability to increase in numbers from low density [56] , and an indiscriminately altruistic genotype is unlikely to be able to do so.
Animals often learn who their kin are from context, e.g. individuals in the same nest are relatives [57] . But reliable context is lacking for plants. Moreover, plants recognize the identity of neighbours and neighbouring roots in experiments where researchers eliminated context [38 -41] . The only plant-identity recognition system whose mechanism has been established are the selfincompatibility systems. These act by preventing mating with pollen from the same plant, and may function to reduce mating with relatives.
Hamilton's rule is usually invoked to explain why one individual might sacrifice its interests to benefit a relative, such as why ground squirrels produce warning calls to alert others about predators [57] . However, kin selection can also explain the avoidance of aggressive behaviours with relatives [58] . For plants, the most likely traits in which to see kin recognition, and consequently kin selection, are competitive responses to other plants. Competitive phenotypic plasticity allows plants to pre-empt resources aboveground and belowground [5] through changes in morphology and allocation to increase resource uptake or reduce their neighbour's ability to access resources [3] . If relatives do not display competitive behaviour towards each other, then they benefit by gaining indirect fitness, and not by investing in costly competitive behaviour. A game theory approach helps in understanding plant competition in a kin selection context (see electronic supplementary material; Does the neighbour's phenotype matter?, and electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
NICHE PARTITIONING AND PLANTS
A common definition of niche partitioning is differential resource use by individuals in close proximity. Individuals with slightly different niches may access limiting resources in a different manner, thus reducing or avoiding competition [59] . The link between the individual's genotype and its niche is the trait that allows the individual to specialize in acquiring a certain portion of a limiting resource. For Galapagos finches, beak size is a well-known trait that allows an organism to specialize on a particular size range of seeds [60] . For plants, a candidate trait is rooting depth to acquire belowground resources that vary with soil depth [61] (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2 for an example). A payoff matrix represents how the fitness of individuals in a competing population is affected by trait differences rather than trait values themselves (see electronic supplementary material; Does the neighbour's phenotype matter?, and electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ).
Niche partitioning is a simple concept with broad implications. Niche partitioning occurs among or within species and evolves during speciation, i.e. character displacement. Among-species niche partitioning underlies community assembly rules theory, which suggests that communities are structured to increase functional diversity [62] , affecting ecosystem function [63] . The Tangled Bank theory indicates that niche partitioning provides a possible explanation for why organisms have sex [64] . Compared with asexual offspring, sexually produced offspring are more genetically diverse, likely have less niche overlap and thus, compete less for limiting resources [19, 65] . Character displacement resulting from niche partitioning explains patterns of speciation in fish [66] and oaks [67, 68] .
For all its broad implications, niche partitioning is difficult to study. Niche partitioning is a non-additive mechanism because the fitness of individuals in competition with phenotypically and genetically diverse neighbours cannot be predicted by their performance in a genetically homogeneous environment [69] . Niche partitioning can be directly demonstrated when the niche trait is known, e.g. if fitness is higher when individuals in a group differ [70] . When the niche trait is unknown, niche partitioning is inferred from performance measures [59] . In plants, niche partitioning is primarily inferred from segregation among species along niche axes, trade-offs among potential niche traits, niche shifts in the presence of competitors and from the outcome of intraspecific versus interspecific competition [59] . There is, as yet, no evidence for niche shifts in response to same species competitors.
MORE REASONS TO MOVE BEYOND THE FITNESS-BASED APPROACH
Conflicting fitness outcomes for sibling competition are predicted by at least two major processes: kin cooperation and niche partitioning. However, fitness consequences in group studies may result from competition differences among genotypes rather than niche partitioning or kin cooperation processes. The usual practice of creating stranger groups comprising several families or genotypes creates potential for misleading results [30] . If a few families are more strongly competitive than other families, then these competitive plants could suppress the fitness of other plants in the stranger groups. Consequently, the fitness of the other sibling groups will be relatively high when compared with the stranger groups without any cooperation among kin [30] . Consequently, a pairwise design with stranger groups of two families provides more valid results because competitive ability can be measured and the effects of rare, competitive families are not weighted disproportionately [30] .
Another reason that fitness consequences may not indicate niche partitioning or kin cooperation processes is that frequency-dependent selection can affect the fitness differences between sibling and stranger groups. Positive frequency-dependent natural selection will favour phenotypic similarity to neighbours. For example, predator swamping can favour synchrony in events such as emergence, fruiting and hatching [71] . Because siblings should be more similar than strangers, selection for synchrony will increase the fitness of sibling groups. Negative frequency-dependent selection could give better performance in stranger groups. Common phenotypes can be targeted by predators [72] or be more susceptible to disease [73] , so that a more diverse group of strangers will outperform a group of similar siblings. Thus, the fitness outcome of frequency-dependent selection is indistinguishable from niche partitioning during competition for scarce resources or altruism towards relatives.
A growing body of literature shows that the microbes in the soil interact with plants and affect plant community structure. Positive feedbacks, where the microbial population becomes increasingly favourable to a species over time, can favour monospecific stands, while negative feedbacks, where the microbial populations become less favourable over time, increase biodiversity (see reviews [74, 75] ). Though much of the plant-microbe literature focuses on how feedback affects interspecific plant dynamics, there is evidence for positive and negative microbial feedback for genotypes within species [76, 77] . It is very possible that microbes are drivers of intraspecific processes favouring sibling or stranger groups, but more studies are needed.
Moreover, even when kin selection is present, it will not always result in higher fitness in sibling groups. Kin selection may favour indiscriminate altruism in highly viscous populations [8] . That is, if dispersal is local, neighbours are likely to be relatives, and therefore indiscriminate cooperation can evolve. However, even if kin selection favoured indiscriminate altruism or less competition, no difference in fitness between siblings and strangers would be visible in group studies. It is specifically altruism directed at kin only that would generate increased fitness with siblings.
The focus on kin selection versus niche partitioning has resulted in little consideration of alternative processes. The usual discussion concerns whether the fitness outcome indicates kin selection or niche partitioning, or a lack of evidence for any process. But the either/or nature of the interpretation seems to have resulted in the implicit or explicit assumption that only one process can occur. At the extreme, Milla et al. [24] explicitly state their expectation that all plants will demonstrate the same process [24] . They conclude that the body of evidence from group studies provides more support for niche partitioning than kin selection [24] as more studies have results consistent with niche partitioning than kin selection (electronic supplementary material, table S1).
Another assumption, implicit in most group studies, is that only one process is occurring in a given species or study. However, it is possible that both processes can happen simultaneously. Fitness measures are confounded if multiple processes of niche partitioning, kin selection and competitive ability [30] can co-occur. Credible evidence for their co-occurrence has been found in morning glory [37] . In this study, three inbred lines were grown in sibling and stranger groups, and measures of morphology, allocation and fitness were made at harvest. Though sibling and stranger groups did not differ in fitness, the three lines differed in how fitness responded to neighbour relatedness, with one showing better performance with siblings, one better with strangers and one not differing. Biernaskie [37] found greater root allocation in stranger groups than in sibling groups, a result consistent with kin recognition. Surprisingly, the greatest fitness was found in the most unequal groups for height, consistent with niche partitioning [37] . These results further motivate examining the processes involved in sibling versus stranger competition.
MOVING FORWARD
The conclusions from the group studies are not as clearcut as usually assumed, and they do not advance the pursuit of the mechanism. However, the question they raise remains unanswered: does the neighbours' phenotype matter in same-species competition, and if so, why? Answering this question requires actually examining processes. The commonality between kin selection and niche partitioning is that fitness depends on the phenotype of the focal individual and the phenotypes of its neighbours. The difference between these processes lies in the mechanisms by which the individual trait and the neighbour trait affect fitness. The payoff matrices provide a clear demonstration of this difference (see electronic supplementary material; Does the neighbour's phenotype matter?).
We advocate measuring natural selection on candidate traits [47] to determine how traits of focal plants and neighbours affect fitness, and whether the effects correspond to the predictions for kin selection or niche partitioning. The measurement of natural selection on continuous, correlated traits [47] is a powerful tool in understanding microevolution. Here, we bring together the extension of selection theory to evolution in variable environments [78] , multi-level selection [48] and frequency-dependent disruptive selection [79] that are needed to ask whether and how the phenotype of neighbours affects performance.
A fundamental evolutionary concept is that the genotype affects the phenotype and the phenotype affects fitness. Phenotypic plasticity theory [80] recognizes that environment can affect both the phenotype (figure 2a, arrow 1) and the natural selection on that phenotype ( figure 2a, arrow 2) . Here, we define the environment as aspects of the plant neighbours, including their density, phenotype and identity (figure 2b). Kin recognition is first incorporated as phenotypic plasticity to the relatedness of neighbours ( figure 2b, arrow 3 ). Plasticity to neighbours may be incorporated as a direct response to their phenotype ( figure 2b, arrow 4) . Whether kin recognition is in a competitive or cooperative trait then needs to be determined. While Hamilton's rule [8] has proved useful in developing theory, the crucial fitness parameters, the cost and benefits of an altruistic act, are hard to measure in natural populations [81] . Another definition of kin selection, evolution through natural selection for any trait of an individual that affects the fitness of that individual's relatives [49] , provides a practical approach for empirical work. The effect of neighbour traits on the target individual's fitness is equivalent to selection at the level of the group, which can be estimated through multi-level selection analysis [52, 82, 83] . In this conceptual model, the fitness of the target individual is determined by natural selection on its own traits, i.e. individual selection (figure 2b: natural selection), and natural selection on its neighbour traits, i.e. group selection, (figure 2b, arrow 5). If the trait under selection is altruistic, then a negative individual selection gradient will measure the cost of cooperation, while a positive group selection gradient measures the benefit to the individual of cooperation by its neighbours. If a trait is selfish or competitive, the individual selection gradient is positive, while the group selection coefficient is negative [83] . Whether or not the plant is growing with kin, the fitness of an individual is increased by having a more competitive value for a trait, and decreased by having a less competitive trait value, i.e. natural selection at the individual level favours competitiveness and selects against cooperation [52] .
In the conceptual model, the trait of the neighbour affects natural selection on the individual's trait (figure 2b, arrow 6), indicating niche partitioning. The appropriate theory for natural selection on continuous niche-partitioning traits is usually identified by other names [84] [85] [86] . In theoretical models, the phenotype of the individual is linked to its niche use. For any two individuals, greater phenotypic similarity results in more competition for the same resources. Since these resources are limited and depleted by use, competition is then linked with fitness through a Lotka-Volterra model [79, 84] . When the models are applied to one species, the most common result is frequency-dependent, disruptive selection [87] on the phenotype related to resource use. Both the frequency dependence and disruptive selection result from intraspecific competition. Consider our example (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ) of rooting depth (1) phenotypic plasticity to the environment; (2) natural selection on a trait can differ between environments; (3) kin recognition, as phenotypic plasticity to relatedness; (4) phenotypic plasticity to the presence and phenotype of neighbours; (5) effect of neighbour traits on focal plant fitness (selection on group-level traits); and (6) effects of neighbour traits on natural selection for the focal plant trait (frequency-dependent disruptive selection induced by competition for a limiting resource).
(phenotype) to acquire belowground resources that vary with soil depth (niche parameter). In the absence of competition, natural selection favours a character value that allows an individual to access the resource where it is most abundant. The presence of competitors reduces the availability of resources used by the population, e.g. resources become depleted at the 8 cm depth when competitors are present. Consequently, the population experiences frequencydependent, disruptive selection on the character. Selection is disruptive because the pool of resources corresponding to the phenotype at the population mean is reduced while resources corresponding to more extreme phenotypes remain abundant. Selection is frequency-dependent because resources used by the more abundant character class are reduced [87] . In sum, the selective regime on the extant population is created by resource availability, and availability of resources depends on how the resources are supplied and how the extant population uses them (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2) . Thus, the presence and the phenotype of neighbours affect the direction and strength of natural selection on the target plant's phenotype. The simple prediction is that plants with phenotypes that differ from those of the group will have higher fitness.
Multi-level selection (also called group selection or contextual selection) has been measured several times in plants and related to kin selection. The traits measured tended to be size and morphology traits that are easily measured. All of the studies found selection at the group level, though many traits showed only individual selection or group selection. The most common result was that a measure of size appears as a competitive/selfish trait, favoured in individual selection but selected against in group selection [45,88 -91] . This is the expected pattern for a kin-selected trait, with the direction of selection reversed between individual and group selection, for size or mass. Elongation [90] , height [12, 45] , production of cleistogamous buds [89] , lifespan [90] and herbivore resistance [88] were also found to show contrasting group and individual selection gradients typical of kin selection. Group selection was in the same direction as individual selection for height in Silene [91] , and for mass in Cakile sibling groups [12] . In Cakile, sibling groups had significant selection on group traits, while stranger groups did not [12] .
Manipulative multi-level studies more directly demonstrate a causal response to group selection and the potential for kin selection in plants. Kelly [52] manipulated phenotype in natural population by removing the apical meristem. This manipulation changed a suite of traits he termed 'bushy'; more bushy plants were taller, with more leaves held lower on the plant. Bushiness responses to this manipulation varied across years and treatments, indicating the complexity of plant phenotypic plasticity. Consistently, though, plants performed better if their neighbours were more bushy, demonstrating that the bushiness phenotype met the requirements for kin selection.
Goodnight [92] did a selection experiment over nine generations. Selection lines were subject to both individual selection for leaf area (higher, lower and control) and group selection for leaf area (higher, lower and control). The lines responded rapidly to group selection, with the expected responses. The responses to individual selection were slower, and not as expected: those selected for both higher and lower leaf area showed reduced leaf area when compared with the control until the final generation. Thus, natural selection on plant size causes indirect selection on the social interactions: individual selection for increased size favours a more competitive phenotype, but group selection for increased size favours a more cooperative phenotype.
When phenotypic selection analysis is used to study niche partitioning, multiple lines of evidence are needed to establish niche partitioning by demonstrating that a trait is under disruptive selection that is negatively frequencydependent, with competition for scarce resources as the agent of selection [87] . Several animal studies have directly demonstrated the impact of traits on fitness resulting from competition for limiting resources [85, 93] . These demonstrations include showing that selection on a trait depends on the nature of a competing taxa, that fitness of pairs of competitors are highest when their resource-use traits are most dissimilar, that disruptive selection is present with high density but absent with low density, or that negative frequency-dependence of polymorphic traits is present. In these systems, there is often a continuous trait that ranges from suitable to specialization on resource A to generalizing on both A and B to specialization on resource B. Researchers typically use multiple lines of evidence to demonstrate that natural selection resulting from niche partitioning is acting.
In plants, a considerable challenge in finding niche differentiation is that putative traits and resource axes are difficult to identify. All plants need the same resources of water, mineral nutrients and light, limiting in the degree to which they specialize and making it difficult to determine which traits to measure a priori [59] . Traits or axes that have been shown to be important for interspecific niche partitioning include drought and flood resistance, height (reviewed by Silvertown [59] ), root depth [94] , nitrogen source [95] and timing of growth [61] . Cavender-Bares [67] found that soil moisture, nutrient availability and fire regime gradients were important resource axes for congeneric oak species that would normally competitively exclude one another. In one of the few studies that has empirical evidence for within-species variation, Michaels & Bazzaz [96] measured the degree of individual specialization on proposed plant niche axes of light and nutrients. Competition versus colonization is recognized as a niche axis for long-term coexistence [59] , but not immediate competition.
6. RESEARCH PROGRAMME By measuring how neighbours affect natural selection on a trait and fitness, measurement of natural selection in a subdivided population will determine if kin selection or niche partitioning is occurring. The measurement of selection is done independently of the source of phenotypic variation, so that measuring kin selection does not require that kin recognition be present or that groups of siblings be measured [48] . Rather, the important requirement is the construction of many groups that vary in group means and in the relative frequency of different phenotypes [48] . Constructing groups with extreme phenotypes, use of genetic mutants or phenotypic manipulation of cues can be used to extend the phenotypic variation and get a better measure of natural selection [97] .
Using multi-level selection analysis to estimate the effect of individual and group level traits on individual fitness, and apply the results to kin selection, is an established procedure [48, 83] . The classic expectations for competitive and cooperative traits are that individual and group selection components will be of opposing signs. An altruistic trait will be under negative individual selection, but positive group selection. A competitive trait will be under positive individual selection, but negative group selection. Any significant selection on group means, however, will indicate that kin selection is acting. For kin selection, the important indicator is significant selection on group means with consistent selection gradients for individual selection across differing subpopulations.
Using multi-level selection analysis to assess the niche partitioning process is a more subtle problem. If the trait is part of a niche partitioning process, then natural selection on that trait is predicted to be affected by the population composition in the smaller subpopulations, with rarer trait values favoured in each population [87] . This effect will not be measured by nonlinear selection on individual and group mean traits. Instead, nonlinear selection on the deviation from the group mean will need to be included, to measure whether there is frequency-dependent disruptive selection.
Carrying out studies with plant competition as the environment offers unique challenges. The presence of other plants presents a complex environment both aboveground and belowground. The relative importance of aboveground versus belowground competition varies with species and environment [98, 99] , while competitive responses to neighbours show tradeoffs and opportunity constraints between aboveground and belowground traits [100, 101] . Because plants show phenotypic plasticity to the presence of neighbours [3] , traits expressed in the presence of neighbours will differ from traits expressed in isolated plants. A particular problem in carrying out a selection study is that the root traits implicated in niche partitioning and kin selection are usually measured destructively and ideally at an early age, making it difficult to assess lifetime fitness. Though some studies measured root traits and fitness at harvest [37, 102] , the cause and effect relationship is not established, as performance can affect the trait rather than the usual assumption of natural selection that the trait affects fitness.
In this approach, multiple, correlated traits can be measured, so it can be determined if kin recognition and niche partitioning are mutually exclusive or can occur concurrently (figure 1). If different traits are subject to different processes, then the question of whether these processes show trade-offs and constraints can be addressed. To assess the fitness consequences for a given trait, population parameters and plasticity to neighbours need to be measured. To assess the fitness consequences of niche partitioning, the genotypic and phenotypic variances are needed. Natural selection can be estimated and integrated with the genetic variance and covariances, and plasticity to competitors and relatedness, using models of natural selection. The challenge for modelling long-term evolution is that spatial structure among interacting individuals needs to be directly accounted for [103, 104] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
At one time, fitness consequences studies were the only approach to kin selection and niche partitioning in plants.
While this approach has been valuable in providing evidence that both niche partitioning and kin selection may occur in plants, it is fundamentally limited. The theoretical synthesis and the empirical data support both processes. Now, researchers need to follow putative niche partitioning and competition traits through plasticity and contextual selection to their fitness implications.
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